MIRAWARRI : A truly unique photo editing and selfie app
Mirawarri is the first First Nations photo, selfie, and digital image-making app in Australia,
and possibly globally. Created by the Warnayaka Art Centre — a remote Warlpiri
Aboriginal-owned art centre — in collaboration with media artists Gretta Louw and Owen
Mundy, the app celebrates Warlpiri art, tradition, and contemporary experience of remote
desert life.
Synopsis
First Nations cultures are underrepresented in the Australian media landscape and
internationally. Digitalisation and the dominance of Silicone Valley is fueling a globalisation
of culture. This means that young Warlpiri in the remote central Australian desert grow up
on a very similar digital media diet to US teenagers. Many of these apps and platforms —
e.g. Snapchat— contain cultural content that is relevant to western audiences, particularly
American audiences, celebrating occasions like Christmas, Halloween, Mother’s Day etc.
Mirawarri is an app that gives Warlpiri users the chance to create their own culturallyrelevant digital images as well as to see their own culture, art, and tradition centred and
represented on a worldwide platform. For non-Warlpiri users, the app oﬀers a fun and
unique alternative to the increasingly stale aesthetics of the corporate mainstream app
world and a visual introduction to a cultural framework that is otherwise almost invisible to
the majority of people online.
Mirawarri was released first on iTunes in Autumn 2017 and shortly thereafter on Android
and is free to download for smartphones and tablets.
Mirawarri was created with the support of the Northern Territory Government, the
Australian Government’s Indigenous Visual Arts Industry Support program, and produced
by Sneakaway Studio. The project comes out of a long-standing artistic partnership
between Warnayaka Art and the South-African-born, Australian media artist Gretta Louw.
Louw is currently based in Germany.
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Background and Mission
Selfie and digital photo editing or decorating apps are everywhere these days but, for the
most part, they come from a rather narrow cultural framework. Mirawarri was conceived
as a local alternative to the photo manipulation and selfie apps that are popular with the
younger generations in Australia’s central desert. The imported apps - usually from North
America - are filled with imagery specific to urban, northern, and Anglo-dominant
cultures.
There have been disturbing examples of stereotyped and discriminatory depictions of
First Nations cultures coming from the tech sector. A year ago, for example, the Survival
Island 3 app was removed from Apple and Google app stores after successful public
protests due to the game’s oﬀensive depiction of First Nations peoples.
Mirawarri puts the representation of Indigenous culture into the hands of Indigenous
people. The app has been created to serve a dual purpose: to serve the Warlpiri and
broader First Nations community in Australia and oﬀer these users fun and engaging
digital tools in which they can see themselves and their cultures represented; and to
engage users worldwide with the vibrancy and vitality of contemporary Warlpiri culture in
a fun and entertaining way.
Mirawarri oﬀers familiar photo editing and image-making features as a number of popular
mainstream apps, such as adding frames to photos or adding emoji-like digital stickers,
but focusing on visual content produced by Warlpiri artists. As such, the app is a gesture
against the near-invisibility of marginalised cultures in app stores and the cultural
homogenisation that is being driven by digital devices. Mirawarri positions itself in
opposition to these dominant trends in contemporary digital media, but in a way that
blends seamlessly with the lighthearted aesthetic of the mainstream app market.

About the creators
Warnayaka Art Centre is a registered Art and Cultural Aboriginal Corporation that
supports the work of Warlpiri artists in Lajamanu. Warnayaka is home to a number of
nationally and internationally acclaimed painters such as Lily Nungarrayi Hargraves, Judy
Napangardi Martin, and sisters Rosie and Molly Napurrurla Tasman, all of whom paint the
traditional Jukurrpa (dreaming stories) of their ancestors and familial groups. In recent
years, through collaborations with Gretta Louw, the art centre has been expanding into
contemporary art mediums like video, multimedia installations, and digital collage, which
has oﬀered particularly younger artists new opportunities to engage with artistic
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expression, and the intersections between cultural traditions and contemporary
technology. Artists such as Neil Jupurrurla Cook, Isaiah Jungarrayi Lewis, Sharon
Nampijinpa Anderson, and Ursula Napangardi Marks, as well as many others, have
exhibited their new media works at FORM Gallery in Perth, Australia and Furtherfield
Gallery in London amongst others. Warnayaka’s collective oeuvre of media artworks including the Mirawarri app - will be presented in an upcoming exhibition Networking the
Unseen, curated by Gretta Louw, at the Villa Merkel museum in Esslingen am Neckar,
Germany. www.warnayaka.com
Gretta Louw was born in South Africa and grew up in Australia; she received her BA in
2001 from the University of Western Australia and Honours in Psychology in 2002. Her
multi-disciplinary practice explores the potential of art as a means of investigating
psychological and cultural phenomena, particularly in relation to new technologies and
the internet. Her work has been exhibited in public institutions around the world. Press
about Louw’s work has appeared in the Süddeutsche Zeitung, BOMB Magazine,
Rhizome, Hyperallergic, AQNB Magazine, and numerous catalogues. In recent years,
Louw was the recipient of the Heinrich-Vetter-Preis in 2014 and the Bahnwärter
Stipendium Esslingen in 2016 and in 2017 her work was shortlisted for the Lumen Prize
and she was selected by the Digital Learning Departments of the V&A and the Tate as an
artist in residence for the Mozilla Foundation’s MozFest at Ravensbourne College in
London. She lives and works in Germany and Australia. www.grettalouw.com

Owen Mundy is an artist, designer, and programmer whose research investigates public
space, information privacy, and big data. Recent work includes mobile and web-based
apps and visualizations like illuminus.io, a research-based personality and risk analysis
tool which appeared in the Peabody-awarded web documentary Do Not Track; the online
viral big data visualization, I Know Where Your Cat Lives, which mapped seven million
images tagged with #cat using the locations in the metadata users unknowingly uploaded
to social media; and Give Me My Data, a tool that helped users export their data back out
of Facebook. Mundy’s work has been covered in The New York Times, The Atlantic, Time
Magazine, NPR, and Wired Magazine and exhibited in multiple museums and galleries in
New York, Berlin, Los Angeles, Rotterdam, and Mexico City. He is also the recipient of
numerous artist fellowships, a DAAD Arts Study Scholarship, and a Fulbright Fellowship.
Mundy is currently a Visiting Associate Professor of Digital Studies at Davidson College.
His work is online at owenmundy.com and sneakaway.studio.

Contact
For additional information, press enquiries, and interview requests please contact:
Gretta Louw: gretta@grettalouw.com
Warnayaka Art Centre manager, Louisa Erglis: louisa@warnayaka.com
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Images and visual material
All images are presented below as thumbnails and are available as higher resolution
images by contacting gretta@grettalouw.com. All images are courtesy of Warnayaka Art
Centre and Gretta Louw, available under Creative Commons with attribution.

Logos and banners:
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App screenshots:

Example images:
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